Introduction

The European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) focuses attention on data security and privacy. Its reach spans beyond the EU border and applies globally. In fact, any organization that holds or processes personal data on individuals (or “data subjects”) in the EU has to comply. The GDPR comes into force on 25 May 2018 and will influence how organizations build, deploy and manage their information protection systems.

The GDPR is based on the concept that data privacy is a fundamental right and puts the onus on organizations to adopt data privacy, and by extension, data security by design. Symantec’s view is that an information protection strategy that centers on the data - not the device, network or user - is one that meets the multiple data protection challenges facing organizations around the world, including many of the requirements of the GDPR.

Are You Ready?

The GDPR comes into force in May 2018, yet many organizations are still developing plans and may not be ready. Symantec Research (Oct 2016) found that the GDPR is a concern for 90% of organizations with only 26% confident they would fully comply from the onset. Data protection is an important issue, one that organizations need to get right.

Implications of Non-compliance

Not only does failing to properly protect data undermine confidence in that organization, data breaches cause disruption, brand image and financial losses. In addition, organizations can be held to account by regulators and face significant fines (up to €20m or 4% of total worldwide annual turnover, whichever is higher).

Should a breach be discovered, organizations can be required to notify regulators and impacted individuals within 72 hours. Without a good handle on sensitive data (which includes risk management, visibility of data use and location, and a breach detection and reaction plan) this requirement will challenge organizations. Of course, if you can demonstrate that data is adequately protected (e.g. through encryption technology) then the breach notification requirements become significantly lighter.

How is Personal Data Defined?

Personal data is defined as “any information relating to an individual, whether it relates to his or her private, professional or public life. It can be anything from a name, a photo, an email address, bank details, medical information, posts on social networks, or a computer’s IP address”.

Key Provisions of GDPR

The GDPR is complex with many provisions that relate to not just technology, but an organizations’ policies, systems and people behaviors. However, as the GDPR has a fundamental goal of ensuring that private data is kept secure, there are some key principles that will be common to any data protection plan with the goal of protecting data across the entire life cycle.
Information Centric Security

Symantec’s Information Centric Security has at its heart, the goal of protecting data. This is achieved by the innovative combination of key data protection technology and analytics to allow organizations to identify, monitor and protect sensitive data, including data that moves to the cloud and is used by third party organizations. And should you be concerned that data has fallen into the wrong hands, you have analytics data to highlight risky users and remotely triggered access controls to lock users out of a document, providing real time protection against a breach.

How Information Centric Security helps you with GDPR

Many organizations will use the GDPR as the impetus for reviewing and improving how they ensure personal data is kept both private and secure. Here is a logical, four-step process to follow:

1. What are the top risks to my current data protection system?

Symantec helps you to assess data exposure and associated risk within the organization. Symantec offers customers a data loss prevention (DLP) risk assessment to help proactively identify threats to the organization’s data before they become a major liability.

The process consists of a passive DLP monitoring and discovery ‘scan’ on the production network and gives information about risk associated with broken business processes and potential malicious activity. It shows where sensitive data resides anywhere across the network, where it goes and how employees are using confidential data. For instance data aggregated from DLP risk assessments show that 1 in 50 network files is wrongly exposed and 1 in 400 email contains confidential information that may go out unprotected.

Organizations can obtain cyber-risk visibility via Symantec Information Centric Analytics (ICA) powered by Bay Dynamics. By ingesting and correlating a large amount of information from deployed data protection sources and security systems Information Centric Analytics lets you identify risky users and behaviors that help to define new data protection strategies and fine tune policies. Risk scoring can be calculated based on past and present behavior and data incidents. This User and Entity Behavior Analytics can unveil insider risks that may lead to a data breach.

2. How do I identify and monitor sensitive data, wherever it flows?

To ensure that you are able to adequately protect sensitive data (including that defined under the GDPR) you need to be able to find it on the network (such as in file share, data bases, repositories and on endpoints) and inventory...
Symantec Data Loss Prevention includes the GDPR out-of-the-box and customizable detection policies to automatically look for specific data types that are subject to the Regulation and protect them with appropriate incident responses. DLP monitors data anywhere it is stored and anywhere it is transmitted via network protocols (such as via email or web) or even transferred from endpoints such as to removable storage or clipboard.

For situations where employees are generating data that they know is private, Symantec additionally allows users to simply classify data, as well as applying visual watermarks to inform other users about the sensitive nature of that data.

The integration of Symantec DLP and CloudSOC (a Cloud Access Security Broker) enables sensitive data, be it structured or unstructured, to be equally identified and monitored in the cloud.

DLP also reduces the likelihood of data loss by providing the ability to build automatic notification processes to educate users on behaviors that put personal data at risk.

A significant cause of data breaches is as a result of malicious insiders or unauthorized users having access to data and then exfiltrating it. Symantec Information Centric Analytics correlates user access records with sensitive data use, providing insight into usual, and importantly, unusual user behavior.

How do I discover a breach and how do I respond in 72 hours?

Discovering a breach could be a very challenging task and often organizations realize that they have been breached only a long time after the breach had occurred.

Indication of compromise could be obtained by a variety of data sources but the analysis of such a vast and diverse set of information is resource-intensive. Symantec Information Centric Security provides extensive data protection telemetry that is analyzed all together by Symantec Information Centric Analytics in conjunction with user access (identity telemetry), corporate asset data, and alerts from other security systems (threat telemetry). Information Centric Analytics helps identify an anomalous behavior of a specific user or a machine which can expose a malicious insider or an account-takeover. With drill down functions connecting the user to DLP incidents you gain visibility into...
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PROTECT PERSONAL INFORMATION THROUGHOUT ITS LIFECYCLE

Summary
Information Centric Security helps enabling compliance with the General Data Protection Regulation by delivering comprehensive data protection strategy that gives out-of-the-box GDPR policies, verifiable protection of sensitive data in managed and unmanaged environment and investigation analysis to respond to a data breach fast.

Additional Symantec solutions:

- **Symantec Control Compliance Suite** – helps to identify and manage risks via GDPR Readiness Assessment and provides a mechanism to track policy compliance.
- **Secure Web Gateway** – used with DLP to control leaking of confidential information through unsanctioned cloud applications (known as “Shadow IT”).
- **Symantec Complete Endpoint Security** – provides a comprehensive strategy to prevent and detect the event of a data breach on corporate endpoints.
- **Symantec Cloud Workload Protection** – provides security for cloud workloads across public clouds, data centers and private clouds.
- **Symantec Data Center Security** – provides complete server protection and workload micro-segmentation for data centers and private cloud.
- **Symantec Email Security** – safeguards email with industry-leading threat and anti-spam protection.
- **Symantec Endpoint Encryption** – protects sensitive information with strong full-disk and removable media encryption.
- **Symantec Cloud Data Protection** – Encrypt/Tokenize sensitive SaaS application data to align with GDPR Pseudonymisation recommendations.
- **Cyber Security Services**: Optimize your cyber security operations with Symantec expertise and threat intelligence to address every stage of the attack lifecycle.
- **Education Services**: Maximize your product competency and validate technical knowledge to gain the most benefit from your IT investments.
- **Consultancy Services**: Design, optimize, and implement your security environment to create maximum protection and value from your investment.

The specific sensitive data that was exposed and why. Symantec also offers threat monitoring solutions such as Advanced Threat Protection and Cyber Security Services that are beyond the scope of this paper.

By running an encryption report, organizations can prove data was protected. Central monitoring of data access enables organizations to track sensitive data and to identify by whom, and from where sensitive data is accessed after the breach. Even if data was exposed by authorized users it is then possible to rapidly revoke access. Symantec Information Centric Security helps to investigate a data breach and respond fast.